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CDP Public Cloud upgrade advisor

Compute resources deployed via cloud services are generally considered transient in nature. With the separation of
compute and storage, compute clusters in CDP can be stopped or decommissioned, while the data used or created by
workloads running on these clusters generally remains accessible on persistent cloud storage.

There are some exceptions to the above, most importantly SDX metadata and cloud service-specific metadata. SDX
metadata is stored in the Data Lake, while metadata specific to a cloud service may be stored in databases, local
configurations, or even locally attached disks. This local storage can also be persistent (block storage volumes) or
transient (ephemeral disks).

In cloud services where compute is elastic and state is transient, we need safeguards to protect all data that is not
persistent, especially when changes are performed on the services themselves. In CDP Public Cloud, there can be
several changes, most notably Runtime service pack upgrades, Runtime minor/major software version upgrades, and
OS upgrades.

In general, there are two main approaches to upgrading cloud services:

1. Backup, re-create and restore
2. In-place upgrade

These two approaches have similarities: a prior backup should be performed, service endpoints should remain stable
after the operation, and they should result in the same outcome. CDP Public Cloud supports both approaches. While
the first approach may be convenient for simple data workloads, complex data applications and their custom data
pipelines spanning multiple clusters may require an in-place upgrade path.

In this guide we will describe the high-level steps of performing in-place upgrade of Data Lake and Data Hub
clusters. For steps required for the backup and restore approach, refer to the respective documentation on backing up
Data Lakes and Data Hubs and performing metadata restore (automated for Data Lake clusters only).

Upgrade Checklist FAQ

During the preparation for an upgrade, Cloudera recommends carefully reviewing the questions and answers below.

What is the length of the available maintenance window?

Currently, Data Lake backup and restore requires a maintenance window, where no metadata
changes occur. Furthermore, Data Hubs need to be stopped during an upgrade.

The CDP Public Cloud environment does not need to be upgraded in one go: you may opt to
upgrade the Data Lake and all attached Data Hubs together, or start with the Data Lake upgrade
only and perform individual Data Hub upgrades in consecutive steps. However, after you perform a
major/minor Data Lake upgrade, you must upgrade all attached Data Hub clusters, as the Data Hubs
must run the same major/minor version of Runtime as the Data Lake.

What type of upgrade is required?

Currently, there are three types of upgrades available to Data Lake and Data Hub clusters: service
pack upgrades; minor/major version upgrades; and OS upgrades. Service pack and minor/major
version upgrades install a newer version of Cloudera Manager and/or Cloudera Runtime. OS
upgrades for Data Lakes and Data Hubs are complementary and will bring the image of the cluster
hosts to a newer version. If you plan to also perform an OS upgrade, plan the maintenance window
accordingly.

Are ephemeral disks used for user or workload-related persistent data?

Major/minor version upgrades as well as service pack upgrades will bring Cloudera Manager and
Cloudera Runtime to the selected version without impacting the underlying VM. However, OS
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upgrades will recreate the underlying VM with a fresh image, which results in the loss of any data
stored on ephemeral disks.

If you are currently storing user or workload-related data on volumes using ephemeral disks, please
reach out to Cloudera support while planning for the upgrade.

What Data Hub cluster templates are in use? Are you using custom templates?

Check whether in-place upgrade is supported for your built-in or custom data hub template.
Depending on the type and version of the Data Hub, additional backup steps, manual configuration
changes or post-upgrade steps may be required. Check specific steps for upgrading the OS if you
use Flow Management. Operational Database clusters have a different upgrade process.

What is the size of the SDX / Data Lake metadata?

SDX metadata includes the Hive Metastore database, Ranger audit log index, as well as Atlas
metadata. If you are planning to perform a Data Lake backup before an upgrade (which is
recommended), prepare your maintenance window accordingly. CDP supports skipping the backup
of certain metadata to reduce the time required for backup and restore operations.

Are you using Data Services?

If you have deployed Cloudera Data Engineering, Data Warehouse, Data Flow, or Machine
Learning in your environment, it is recommended that you upgrade them to the latest version before
upgrading your Data Lake to a more recent minor/major version.

Preparing for an upgrade

Upgrading CDP Public Cloud consists of two major steps: upgrading the Data Lake within an environment and then
upgrading the attached Data Hubs. Currently the Data Hubs must run the same version of Cloudera Runtime as the
Data Lake.

FreeIPA upgrades

You should periodically upgrade the environment (FreeIPA cluster) to ensure that you are running the latest OS-
level security patches, but this is not required at the same time as upgrading the Data Lake and Data Hubs. While
FreeIPA upgrade can be performed without a downtime, Cloudera recommends to perform this separately from other
operations, preferably before upgrading the Data Lake and Data Hubs. See upgrade the FreeIPA cluster.
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Data Lake upgrade workflow

Pre-upgrade tasks

1. Review the Data Lake upgrade requirements and limitations.
2. Carefully review the differences between the types of upgrades and what they entail.
3. Check the Data Lake support matrix for upgrade to verify which Runtime versions you can upgrade to and from.
4. If you have not configured your Data Lake for backup and restore, you will need to do so. The backup and

restore process is integrated into the upgrade flow automatically, but successful upgrade requires that the correct
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IAM policies exist on the DATALAKE_ADMIN_ROLE and RANGER_AUDIT_ROLE (for backup), and the
DATALAKE_ADMIN_ROLE, RANGER_AUDIT_ROLE, and LOG_ROLE (for restore).

If your roles are not configured correctly, CDP will not be able to write the backup to the
BACKUP_LOCATION_BASE path of your cloud storage.

5. If you are performing the backup manually (as opposed to the integrated backup available during the upgrade
process), you can launch the Data Lake backup from the UI or CLI. When using the CLI, you can specify to skip
certain backup actions (skip HMS, Atlas metadata or Ranger audit log index backup). You can monitor the backup
process using the CLI.

6. From the Data Lake UI, run the Validate and Prepare option to check for any configuration issues and begin
the Cloudera Runtime parcel download and distribution. Using the validate and prepare option does not require
downtime and makes the maintenance window for an upgrade shorter. Validate and prepare also does not make
any changes to your cluster and can be run independently of the upgrade itself. Although you can begin the
upgrade without first running the validate and prepare option, using it will make the process smoother and the
downtime shorter. (The parcels that are downloaded and distributed by the validate and prepare option are specific
to the Runtime version that you have selected, so if you use validate and prepare and then decide to upgrade to a
different Runtime version instead, you will need to re-run validate and prepare. Be aware that if you use validate
and prepare for multiple major/minor Runtime versions, the parcels for different versions are not cleaned up and
may saturate the disk. These parcels are cleaned up only once the upgrade is complete.)

Data Lake upgrade tasks

1. Perform the upgrade, either through the UI or CLI. The type of upgrade that you perform will depend on whether
a new version of Runtime or only a hotfix is available. A new OS image may also be available to upgrade to.

2. If the upgrade fails, check the logs for manual troubleshooting info. You can also recover from failed upgrades.
3. When the upgrade succeeds, proceed to upgrading the attached Data Hubs.
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Data Hub upgrade workflow
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Pre-upgrade tasks

1. Carefully review the differences between the types of upgrades and what they entail.
2. Check the Data Hub upgrade support matrix to verify that the Runtime versions you want to upgrade to and from

are supported for your clusters.
3. From the Data Hub UI, run the Validate and Prepare option to check for any configuration issues and begin the

Cloudera Runtime parcel download and distribution. Using the validate and prepare option does not require
downtime and makes the maintenance window for an upgrade shorter. Validate and prepare also does not make
any changes to your cluster and can be run independently of the upgrade itself. Although you can begin the
upgrade without first running the validate and prepare option, using it will make the process smoother and the
downtime shorter. (The parcels that are downloaded and distributed by the validate and prepare option are specific
to the Runtime version that you have selected, so if you use validate and prepare and then decide to upgrade to a
different Runtime version instead, you will need to re-run validate and prepare. Be aware that if you use validate
and prepare for multiple major/minor Runtime versions, the parcels for different versions are not cleaned up and
may saturate the disk. These parcels are cleaned up only once the upgrade is complete.)

Major/minor Runtime version upgrade tasks

1. Backup the cluster data and CM configurations.
2. Perform the upgrade, either through the UI or CLI. (Operational database clusters have a different process.)
3. Complete any post-upgrade tasks for the type of cluster that you upgraded.
4. For DE clusters, use the CM UI to add any configs that were not added during the upgrade.
5. If the upgrade fails, check the Event log and the troubleshooting section.
6. Complete any post-upgrade tasks for the type of cluster that you upgraded.
7. For DE clusters, use the CM UI to add any configs that were not added during the upgrade.
8. If the upgrade fails, check the Event log and the troubleshooting section.

Service pack upgrade tasks

1. Backup the cluster data and CM configurations.
2. Perform the upgrade, either through the UI or CLI.
3. If the upgrade fails, check the Event log and the troubleshooting section.

OS upgrade tasks

1. Review the Before you begin section to verify that there is no data belonging to NiFi or NiFi Registry on the
root disk of the VM. Note that during an OS upgrade, any data on the root volume (parcels, service logs, custom
software) will be lost.

2. Unlike the Data Lake upgrade, OS upgrades are not integrated in the larger upgrade flow and must be performed
separately, either through the UI or CLI.
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